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Abstract:

The industry is currently seeing a rapid development of cyber-physical system products containing integrated software, hardware, and communication components. The increasing system complexity in the automotive and aerospace industries are some examples. The systems that are developed have increasing demands of dependability and usability. Moreover, lead time and cost efficiency continue to be essential for industry competitiveness. Extensive use of modeling and simulation - Model-Based Systems Engineering tools - throughout the value chain and system life-cycle is one of the most important ways to effectively target these challenges. Simultaneously there is an increased interest in open source tools that allow more control of tool features and support, and increased cooperation and shared access to knowledge and innovations between organizations.

Modelica is a modern, strongly typed, declarative, equation-based, and object-oriented (EOO) language for model-based systems engineering including modeling and simulation of complex cyber-physical systems. Major features are: ease of use, visual design of models with combination of lego-like predefined model building blocks, ability to define model libraries with reusable components, support for modeling and simulation of complex applications involving parts from several application domains, and many more useful facilities. The Modelica language is ideally suited for cyber-physical modeling tasks since it allows integrated modeling of discrete-time (embedded control software) and continuous-time (process dynamics, often for physical hardware). Modelica 3.3 extended the language with clocked synchronous constructs, which are especially well suited to model and integrate physical and digital hardware with model-based software.

This talk gives an overview and outlook of the OpenModelica environment – the most complete Modelica open-source tool for modeling, engineering, simulation, and development of systems applications (www.openmodelica.org), and its usage for cyber-physical system development. Special features are MetaModeling for efficient model transformations, debugging support for equation-based models, support (via OMSimulator) for the Functional Mockup Interface for general tool integration and model export/import between tools, model-based optimization, as well as generation of parallel code for multi-core architectures. Moreover, also mentioned is recent work to make an OpenModelica based tool chain for developing digital controller software for embedded systems, and in generating embedded controller code for very small target platforms like Arduino Boards with down to 2kbyte memory. This work is extended in the ongoing EMPHYSIS project where the FMI standard is extended into the eFMI standard for embedded systems.
Figure 1. OpenModelica simulation of the V6Engine model with 11000 equations. Plotting simulation results using OMEdit. Left: Model browser. Right: Plot variable browser. Bottom: message browser window.

Figure 2. The architecture of the OpenModelica environment. Arrows denote data and control flow.
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